COE Technology & Education Center/Travelstead Hall
Parking Information
The Yale Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions
These directions are from the Yale Parking Structure to the COE Technology & Education Center and Travelstead Hall.
Parking Information
The Lomas Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions
These directions are from the Lomas Parking Structure to the COE Technology & Education Center and Travelstead Hall.
Parking Information

The Yale Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions

These directions are from the Yale Parking Structure to Masley Hall.
Parking Information
The Lomas Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions
These directions are from the Lomas Parking Structure to the Masley Hall.
Parking Information
The Yale Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions
These directions are from the Yale Parking Structure to Hokona Hall.
Parking Information
The Lomas Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions
These directions are from the Lomas Parking Structure to Hokona Hall.
Parking Information
The Yale Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions
These directions are from the Yale Parking Structure to Simpson Hall.
Parking Information
The Lomas Parking Structure allows for prepaid hourly parking using the Parkmobile Phone App or an onsite electronic kiosk and major credit card.

Walking Directions
These directions are from the Lomas Parking Structure to Simpson Hall.